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Introduction
Continual learning refers to the ability of a biological
or artificial system to seamlessly learn from continuous
streams of information while preventing catastrophic for-
getting, i.e., a condition in which new incoming informa-
tion strongly interferes with previously learned representa-
tions [18, 20]. In the context of machine learning, contin-
ual learning models aim to reflect a number of properties
of biological systems and their ability to acquire, fine-tune,
and transfer knowledge and skills throughout a lifespan.
However, despite significant advances in continual machine
learning, state-of-the-art models are still far from provid-
ing the flexibility, robustness, and scalability exhibited by
biological systems. The complexity of the datasets used
for the evaluation of continual learning tasks is very lim-
ited and does not reflect the richness and level of uncer-
tainty of the stimuli that artificial agents can be exposed to
in the real world (see [20, 4, 14] for recent reviews). Fur-
thermore, neural models are often trained with data samples
shown in isolation or presented in a random order. This
significantly differs from the highly organized manner in
which humans and animals efficiently learn from samples
presented in a meaningful order for the shaping of increas-
ingly complex concepts and skills [15]. Therefore, learning
in a continual manner goes beyond the incremental accu-
mulation of domain-specific knowledge, enabling to trans-
fer generalized knowledge and skills across multiple tasks
and domains [1] and, importantly, benefiting from the inter-
play of multisensory information for the development and
specialization of complex neurocognitive functions [19].
Since it is unrealistic to provide artificial agents with all
the necessary prior knowledge to effectively operate in real-
world conditions, they must exhibit a rich set of learning
capabilities enabling them to interact in complex environ-
ments with the aim to process and make sense of continu-
ous streams of (often uncertain) information [13]. While the
vast majority of continual learning models are designed to
alleviate catastrophic forgetting on simplified classification
tasks, here we focus on continual learning for autonomous
agents and robots required to operate in much more chal-
lenging experimental settings. In particular, we discuss
well-established biological learning factors such as devel-
opmental and curriculum learning, transfer learning, and in-
trinsic motivation and their computational counterparts for
modeling the progressive acquisition of increasingly com-
plex knowledge and skills in a continual fashion.
Developmental and Curriculum Learning
Humans and high animals show an exceptional capac-
ity to learn throughout their lifespan and, with respect to
other species, exhibit the lengthiest developmental process
for reaching maturity. There is a limited time window in
development in which infants are particularly sensitive to
the effects of their experiences. This period is commonly
referred to as critical period of development in which early
experiences are particularly influential [24]. During these
critical periods, the brain is particularly plastic and neural
networks acquire their overarching structure driven by sen-
sorimotor experiences (see [21] for a survey; Fig. 1.a). Af-
terwards, plasticity becomes less prominent and the system
stabilizes, preserving a certain degree of plasticity for sub-
sequent reorganisation at smaller scales [22].
Developmental learning strategies have been proposed to
regulate the embodied interaction with the environment in
real time [3, 25]. In contrast to computational models that
are fed with batches of information, developmental agents
acquire an increasingly complex set of skills based on their
sensorimotor experiences in an autonomous manner. Con-
sequently, staged development becomes essential for boot-
strapping cognitive skills with less amount of tutoring ex-
perience. However, the use of developmental strategies for
artificial learning systems has shown to be a very complex
practice. In particular, it is difficult to select a well-defined
set of developmental stages that favours the overall learning
performance in highly dynamic environments.
Better learning performance is exhibited when examples
are organized in a meaningful way, e.g., by making the
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the main components for the development of continual learning autonomous agents. Adapted
with permission from [20].
learning tasks gradually more difficult [15]. It has been
shown that having a curriculum of progressively harder
tasks leads to faster training performance in neural net-
work systems [6]. This has inspired similar approaches in
robotics and more recent machine learning methods study-
ing the effects of curriculum learning in the performance of
learning [12]. The task selection problem can be treated as
a stochastic policy over the tasks that maximizes the learn-
ing progress, leading to an improved efficiency in curricu-
lum learning [11]. In this case, it is necessary to introduce
additional factors such as intrinsic motivation [2], where in-
dicators of learning progress are used as reward signals to
encourage exploration. Curriculum strategies can be seen
as a special case of transfer learning [26], where the knowl-
edge collected during the initial tasks is used to guide the
learning process of more sophisticated ones.
Transfer Learning
Transfer learning applies previously acquired knowledge
in one domain to solve a problem in a novel domain [1].
In this context, forward transfer refers to the influence that
learning a task TA has on the performance of a future task
TB , whereas backward transfer refers to the influence of a
current task TB on a previous task TA (Fig. 1.b). For this
reason, transfer learning represents a significantly valuable
feature of artificial systems for inferring general laws from
(a limited amount of) particular samples, assuming the si-
multaneous availability of multiple learning tasks with the
aim to improve the performance at one specific task.
Transfer learning has remained an open challenge in ma-
chine learning and autonomous agents (see [26] for a sur-
vey). Specific neural mechanisms in the brain mediating the
high-level transfer learning are poorly understood, although
it has been argued that the transfer of abstract knowledge
may be achieved through the use of conceptual representa-
tions that encode relational information invariant to indi-
viduals, objects, or scene elements [5]. Zero-shot learn-
ing [16] and one-shot learning [7] aim at performing well
on novel tasks but do not prevent catastrophic forgetting on
previously learned tasks. A recent model called the Gradi-
ent Episodic Memory [17] alleviates catastrophic forgetting
and performs positive transfer to previously learned tasks.
The model learns the subset of correlations common to a
set of distributions or tasks, able to predict target values as-
sociated with previous or novel tasks without making use of
task descriptors.
Curiosity and Intrinsic Motivation
Computational models of intrinsic motivation have taken
inspiration from the way human infants choose their goals
and progressively acquire skills to define developmental
structures in continual learning frameworks (see [10] for a
review; Fig. 1.c). Infants select experiences that maximize
an intrinsic learning reward through an empirical process
of exploration. The intrinsically motivated exploration of
the environment, e.g., driven by the maximization of the
learning progress [23], can lead to the self-organization of
human-like developmental structures where the skills being
acquired become progressively more complex.
Computational models of intrinsic motivation collect
data and acquire skills incrementally through the online
(self-)generation of a learning curriculum [9]. This allows
the stochastic selection of tasks to be learned with an ac-
tive control of the growth of the complexity. Recent work
in reinforcement learning has included mechanisms of cu-
riosity and intrinsic motivation to address scenarios where
the rewards are sparse or deceptive [8]. In a scenario with
very sparse extrinsic rewards, curiosity-driven exploration
provides intrinsic reward signals that enable the agent to au-
tonomously learn increasingly complex tasks.
Conclusion and Open Challenges
Continual learning represents a crucial but challenging
component of artificial learning systems and autonomous
agents operating on real-world data, which is typically non-
stationary and temporally correlated. Additional research
efforts are required to combine multiple methodologies that
integrate a variety of factors observed in human learners
for the development of agents and robots learning in an au-
tonomous fashion.
Basic mechanisms of critical periods of development can
be modeled to empirically determine convenient multilay-
ered neural network architectures and initial patterns of con-
nectivity that improve the performance of the model for sub-
sequent learning tasks. Methods comprising curriculum and
transfer learning are a fundamental feature for reusing pre-
viously acquired knowledge and skills to solve a problem in
a novel domain by sharing low- and high-level representa-
tions. Approaches using intrinsic motivation are crucial for
the self-generation of goals, leading to an empirical process
of exploration and the progressive acquisition of increas-
ingly complex skills in a continual fashion.
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